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Summer is half gone and we are still waiting for the snow to
drop down in the high country to do some SAREXs for the
two missing aircraft from June of 2017 and September of
2018. Kamloops is keying up for a SAREX in mid August in
the Blue River area and Cranbrook has been doing exercises
in probable areas with no results as yet. It is amazing how
Mother Nature can swallow up an aircraft and not be located
for many years. During the SAR for the September RV6 in
the Blue River Area, they found a crash site from many years
earlier. Finding this one allowed the families to finally be
able to put their family members to rest. When our members
spend many hours looking for a downed aircraft or missing
person and the subject of the search is not found, it weighs
Alton King, Director General
heavily on the hearts of all our volunteers, with crews,
PEP Air - CASARA
thinking that perhaps if they had only been able to spot the
missing subject. We, along with the family need to have closure. There are members and others
who can help any volunteer with this situation. If you or someone you know may be suffering
from this, please contact your AAD or Zone Commander for assistance.
The inReach units have now been in the field for over a year and seem to be a great asset to our
flying crews having two-way communication from anywhere they may be searching. Keep in
mind that if radio or cell phone service is available then that should be used over the inReach.
This unit is a last choice for communicating, but use it if required, that is why we have them.
We now have some new iPads, both the iPad Air and the iPad Mini. If you need a replacement
because your old unit will no longer get IOS updates therefore not allowing ForeFlight to
upgrade then contact your Zone Commander requesting a replacement. The old unit can be used
in SHQ for other uses.
Our uniforms are still available to order. If you are a member in good standing for more than
two years, a uniform is free. If you are less than a two year member and wish to purchase a
uniform, the cost is $45 for the shirt and $65 for the cargo pants, plus tax. Contact your Zone
Commander with your sizes. The executive are also in the midst of acquiring PEP Air polo
shirts. These will be air force blue with our logo and 'Rescue' embroidered over the left breast
pocket. These will be offered for sale to any member at cost. We will also be starting to take
orders for our jackets. Any member in good standing for two years or more may purchase a
jacket for $50. If you wish to purchase one and you are under two years as a member the cost is
$100. Contact your Zone Commander to place your order.
The next Zone Commanders meeting will be taking place in Kelowna on October 19th. Your
Executive will be doing town hall meetings again come spring time. We hope to be able to come
to your location and have a sit down face-to-face with each of you. More info on this will be
available as plans get finalized.
Have a fantastic rest of your summer and keep the shiny
side up. Safe travels and give a hug to your family
members from us for all the time and dedication you give
as a volunteer to PEP Air.
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InReach Used to Record Track of GHS Team Searching ELT
Article and photos by Allister Pedersen
Cranbrook PEP Air/CASARA Training Officer
and member of Cranbrook Ground SAR

While inReach is normally used in the air it turned out to be a
great tool during a ground homing in Golden, BC, recording the
route of a GHS crew looking for a transmission on 121.5 MHz.
The GPS track (shown in the image below) will provide an
excellent teaching tool for upcoming training and provide details
of the approach taken during an actual homing.
After checking out the two obvious locations for an inadvertent
ELT, the airport and the dump, the GHS team were pulled towards
the downtown/residential area of Golden by increasing signal
levels. As noted below, by the blue track line and round circles of
GPS points in the screen shot from the Garmin inReach website,
the crew crossed over the Kicking Horse River on Highway 95 (top left) and proceeded east along
9th St. south to a campground filled with possibilities of an inadvertent transmission on 121.5 MHz
which could be coming from an ELT, an EPIRB or perhaps a PLB.
Golden is a mecca for outdoor adventurers including hikers, canoeists, mountain-bikers and whitewater enthusiasts running the wild Kicking Horse River. The campground contained many kayakers
and bikers but the signal on 121.5 MHz did not increase much in signal strength as expected so
the crew drove south along 14th Avenue South where the signal increased significantly as we drove
up the steep hill on 14th (note the tight topo lines) and then dropped off at Spruce Drive. The crew
drove back down 14th Avenue South where we had excellent line of sight over a small residential

Continued on next page.
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Photos of an aviation event
on Bell Island, just north of
St. John’s, Newfoundland.
Submitted by
Brendan Walsh

Pedersen - Continued from previous page.
area to the west. The GHS crew drove around the residential area and then got out at the point noted
by “CYXC1” on the image where the signal could be heard on an AM portable tuned off-frequency to
121.55 MHz with squelch level set at three.
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442 Squadron and CASARA (Kamloops) members
By Allan Fedorak, Kamloops
(photos: Fullerton)

Who wants to fly two days with a 442 Squadron SAR crew aboard a Buffalo aircraft?
What a question, so Brian Lang (Penticton) and I, added our names to those already in the hat. We got the
phone call “you're off to Comox!” The original plan was to fly Air Canada and be in Comox for the evening
of August 26. Then smoke from all the wildfires grounded Air Canada's Central area flights and we both hit
the road driving to Comox.
Monday morning we were met by Captain Robert Evans who was our liaison with the aircrew on base.
Aircrew for the day were a pilot, copilot, navigator, two flight engineers, two SARtechs and us two CASARA
spotters. A briefing of the day's planned flying was first, then we got airborne in the Buffalo. With low smoke
and clouds continuing to dog the aircraft in flights along the island coast for the morning. Afternoon weather
improved and we went inland to work on mountain valley flying near Della Falls. The first day really “flew
by” and the crew debriefed after returning to Comox.
Tuesday began with a briefing that was amended several times before we got airborne. We took off with
five SARtechs and did a para-jump and then a toboggan drop was done for them. Our A/C then returned to
Comox to pick up three more SARtechs and an aircrew of four that needed transport to Kamloops to pick
up a parked A/C. Those three SARtechs did a training jump at Kamloops while their aircrew did their
preflight inspection. After lunch both Buffalo A/C returned to Comox where our A/C picked up another
SARtech who joined our two SARtechs to do another para-jump. After landing at Comox we again
attended the daily debriefing. What a day of flying, and we got to spend most of it in the spotters windows
of the Buffalo.
Our two days just seemed to “fly by.” We learned a lot. 442 aircrews and SARtechs were really
professional and they made very good training use of their A/C time in the air.
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Photos from last September’s search
for C-GFPK, taken aboard a Buffalo in
the Wells Gray high country. Photos:
Wayne and Lynette Fullerton

Brian Lang (Penticton)

Lynette Fullerton on oxygen due
to the long time at high elevations.
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PTO - Continued from previous page.

Photo: Kym Trask

Warrant Officer Dan Verret observing the Central Zone’s Eval.
‘SAR' for SAR
On 12 June 2019 the SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket successfully rose from Vandenberg AFB in
California carrying three RADARSAT Constellation satellites now in orbit. These satellites
continue the mission of both RADARSAT-1, and RADARSAT-2 (MDA). Orbiting around
600 Km above Earth, each satellite provides state of the art Synthetic Aperture Radar
(SAR) imaging of 90% of the world's surface every 24 hours. The RADARSAT
Constellation is expected to have a mission life of seven years.
The three new satellites are half the size of the current two satellites. They provide daily
revisits across Canada and its maritime approaches up to four times each day (each), and
can provide 250,000 images a year for analysis. PEP Air has an arrangement with
McDonnell Detweiler and Associates (MDA) to leverage the technology of the
RADARSAT-2 SAR near Earth imaging satellite to assist with locating the three 'not yet
located' aircraft missing in British Columbia.
The SAR imaging technology is capable of penetrating subsurface and may be valuable in
locating wreckage in terrain with lightly covered snow. Allister Pederson (Cranbrook
Training Officer) and I have been working with both RCAF and MDA, using information
from the satellite confirming historic aircraft wreckage sites. However, the more recent air
crash sites have been quickly remediated (wreckage removed) for TSB and coroner
investigations, and salvage. Training flights and other resources are being used to assist
in potentially closing these case files. Stay tuned for more information in the Fall 2019
Newsletter!

Continued on next page.
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Claudio Lerner receives
his 25 year certificate
from Zone Commander
Tom Fisher in May.
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PTO - Continued from previous page.
CTL Zone had their scheduled Evaluation in Kelowna (June). The result was an Operational Pass in
all four categories. Assistant PTO McSorley and I had been in Kelowna teaching in May prior to their
evaluation, and several aircraft were tasked to fly sorties in support of their Search Coordinators. The
members performed very well and I commend all who participated. Several observations and
recommendations were provided to the Zone Commander, as is customary after an evaluation.
The next Operational Evaluation will be SEA Zone in early 2020.
Through general networking in aviation a Quest Kodiak (and several other capable aircraft) became
available as a SAR platform for PEP Air. NWE Zone members flew a sortie in June on the newly
purchased turboprop (700 SHP). Another Kodiak is available to PEP Air in another zone. These 9place aircraft are well suited to SAR with 750 SHP at take-off, and excellent overall performance
characteristics ideally suited to our tasks.
We strive to constantly train according to the missions we fly, ready for
any SAR activity mandated by our tasking agencies, 'that others may live'.
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SO THAT OTHERS MAY LEARN

Stan Owen
Executive Member

For this newsletter, I decided to write about our Central
Zone's evaluation this last June. Almost all of the
participants had studied, practiced, reviewed and printed
off notes to be able to have a smooth and easy eval. We
thought it would be a breeze as were only going to have
one search airplane, one hi-bird, and one ground homing
team. Easy-peasy one would think! It turned out to be more
like a hurricane spiraling off in several directions. My motto
for this article is “SO THAT OTHERS MAY LEARN”. We did
pass the eval and learned a lot in the process. It could have
been a breeze if we had or used these processes and/or
learnings. So please read and heed – hopefully your next
eval will be easy-peasy!

Command Headquarters
1) know all your resources (time limitations?) and have back-ups for everyone
2) get every briefing in writing
3) pass along all updates in writing so the “story” does not change
4) what you think should take one hour may take four, so plan on four
5) know each method of communication with air and ground crews
6) as each communication fails with crews, have a sequence of what communication method/system
is to be used next (hi-bird, cell, text, inReach)
Air Crew
1) flights may take much longer than anticipated – be prepared with food, water, extra paperwork
(forms) and whatever it takes to be in the air or land at an alternate with no resources
2) as each communication system fails, use the sequence of what communication method/system is to be used next
3) for an inflight retasking, record in detail everything, ask HQ to repeat if not perfectly clear
4) read back to HQ your retasking to confirm you have it
5) request in text or email the retasking so you have it in writing
6) be prepared to declare an unsafe situation (e.g. search area too close to other activities),
safety takes priority over performing the eval
7) always take pictures of your paperwork before submitting
Ground Homing Crew
1) expectations are for each member to have a VHF radio plus a spare one for the crew
2) better than recommended clothing is expected (big boots, winter jackets in summer)
3) each ground crew must have in writing the task and any task updates
4) as each communication fails, use the sequence of what communication method is to be used next
5) the LL16 homer only has a one mile range where it can be trusted on the ground – unless you get a
significant increase in signal strength, you could be receiving reflections
6) zero in on the ELT like you are flying a plane in X and Y directions, just with a very minimal area of reliability
7) once locating the ELT and providing the NOCL, you are not allowed to leave it unless you have been retasked
8) always take pictures of your paperwork before submitting
Evaluation Team
1) utilize a local CASARA member who knows the area to assist in target and ELT locations – they know
the hazards in the area
2) any questions regarding findings to be checked by crew documentation or GPS downloads
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Fred Sampson
Webmaster
CASARA
Nova Scotia
CASARA members from Nova Scotia,
New Brunswick, and Prince Edward
Island attended a Regional SAREX at
the Summerside airport in July. The
event involved both air and ground
searches and had crews from different
zones working together as teams.

The two handsome fellows at the
display are Ken Dennis and Cliff Gavel
at the 2019 Yarmouth Air Cadet review.

Sydney Zone receives training
on new helicopter.

Exercise Director, Captain Jeff
Isnor and Safety Officer Verna
Wirth discuss the benefits of high
visibility head gear.
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FROM THE DESK OF....
Warren McCormick
Provincial Safety Officer

Hello all - I hope you are having a great and safe summer. On
the business side, there has been movement at the National level to establish a
National Safety Position as well as a network of MO Safety Officers across the nation. I believe this is
a good step forward as we tend to get wrapped up in our own worlds and not see outside the box.
We are looking at compiling a National Safety Manual/Procedure and reviewing insurance standards
across the country.
On the safety front
During the course of its activities since its launch in June 2017, the General Aviation Safety Campaign
(GASC) has identified several contributors to fatal accidents. Loss Of Control – Inflight (LOC-I)
occupies the top spot on the list of killers to be addressed. Further, the GASC also identified that most
of LOC-I accidents happen during the arrival phase of the flight, from the base-to-final turn, and along
the final, down to the landing itself. These findings match perfectly the findings of the equivalent
American work carried out over the last twenty years.
New testing procedures will require the individual being tested to identify and state, at a specific point
in the approach, say 200 feet AGL for instance, whether or not the approach is stabilized, this will be
determined by too high or low on glidepath, too fast or slow, and sink rate. If the pilot judges the
approach to be stabilized, the pilot will continue to a landing. If, on the other hand, the pilot judges
that the approach is not stabilized, the pilot will be expected to initiate a missed approach, or
overshoot at that point. I'm sure most conscientious pilots will be doing this sub-consciously but
perhaps it should be become a point on your approach checklist to reinforce the issue.
Continued on next page.

In one of the recent reports published by the military, it was
stated the CASARA is now doing eighty per cent of the SAR
flying for the military and that on SAR GFPK, the $62,000 of
flying done by PEP Air/CASARA would have cost $5,200,000
if done by the military. In a report from the Chief of Review
Services it stated that “If 200 hours of flight expenses were
transferred from the military to CASARA it would result in a
saving of $6,000,000.”
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Abbotsford members
sporting the new
CASARA shirts and
cargo pants.
Photo:
Al & Kathy Kasatkin
ZBB

PSO - Continued from previous page.
On the SAR front
It is amazing how aircraft ELTs can survive years of neglect, subsequent moving and travel only to
self-activate when in a stationary location. The following article was in the last e-COPA magazine and
illustrates how we should never discount any possible location.
When the owners of a brew pub in a Portland, Oregon obtained an abandoned twin-engine Cessna
310 from an airport in Vanderhoof, B.C. last year and set it up in the rafters of their establishment,
little did they expect a visit from Search and Rescue authorities a few weeks later. But that's what
happened at the Vagabond Brewery, when members of the Civil Air Patrol (CAP) rushed in looking for
a crashed aircraft. It didn't take the CAP team long to figure out that the distress signal was emanating
from the oversized objet d'art hanging from the ceiling. Somehow, weeks after all the jostling to get
the 310 lifted into place, the ELT finally decided to activate. The Cessna had reportedly been sitting
unattended at Vanderhoof airport (CAU4) for at least ten years, when it purportedly was abandoned
after “…a guy with no Canadian pilot's license or insurance made a very hard landing and fled the
scene,” according to local media reports. The ELT story is now one other chapter to add to the
already intriguing story of the Canadian Cessna 310 hanging from a brew pub's rafters in Oregon.
Remember - a superior pilot uses his superior judgment to keep him out of situations that would
require the use of his superior skill.

Safety does not happen by accident
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On July 23rd Port McNeill CASARA / Pep-Air participated in a joint
military SARtechs training exercise. Three SARtechs from 442
Squadron parachuted from a CAF Buffalo aircraft to a simulated crash
site which we had set up with casualties needing medical attention and
made ready for extraction.

Bill Velie
Zone Commander
Vancouver Island

Port McNeill CASARA received a certificate of appreciation for helping
celebrate Canada Day. We gave free plane rides to sixty-nine children
(twenty-three flights) 3-12 years of age.
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Mickey Mouse is
land!!
Sean Smith - ZB
B

Do you have a
photo you’d
like to show?
Send it along!

Russian transport at Paine Field, Washington. Photo: Trevor Black
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Boy Scouts logo in a corn field
Henry Ilg - ZBB

Photo: Wayne and Lynette Fullerton

Fun with mics!
Fred Sampson
Nova Scotia

CASARA
Bell Island, Newfoundland - Brenda Walsh
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Establishing & Maintaining Comms with Ground SAR
Article and photos by Allister Pedersen
Cranbrook PEP Air/CASARA Training Officer
and member of Cranbrook Ground SAR

I am fortunate to be a member of both GSAR and PEP Air/CASARA in Cranbrook.
Establishing and maintaining air/ground comms with Cranbrook GSAR and other
GSAR groups in the area is a priority. Many (or most) of our callouts in southeastern
BC are mutual aid requests from GSAR groups. With that in mind I recently created a
joint SAREX involving a missing aircraft with full participation from Cranbrook GSAR.
The scenario involved an ELT transmission that coincided with a missing aircraft. A
PEP Air aircraft was tasked for an ELT and survivor search. The air crew passed the
ELT coordinates and the location of a small target to the Cranbrook GHS team who
responded to the incident. The GHS crew called out Cranbrook GSAR when it was
determined that the coordinates of the “crash site” were in a remote area perhaps
inaccessible by GHS members. The GHS crew homing the ELT were able to drive to
the site while Cranbrook GSAR, using AM air/ground portables on loan from PEP Air,
were guided into the site by the PEP Air aircraft. A Cranbrook GSAR K9 unit also
participated as one of the two passengers aboard the aircraft was missing. One of the
outcomes of the exercise is that Cranbrook GSAR will be improving their air/ground
comms by purchasing portable and/or mobile AM air/ground radios. DND recently
formally approved the use of their primary SAR frequency, 123.1 MHz, for comms
between GSAR and PEP Air aircraft provided the GSAR user holds a Restricted
Operator Aeronautical certificate from ISED (formerly Industry Canada) and comms
content is limited to essential comms between aircraft and GSAR entities during
searches.
Radio comms with GSAR are not always
available. A Cranbrook PEP Air inReach
unit was used recently for comms with a
GSAR Manager who had requested
mutual aid in a search for a missing
motorcyclist. The SAR Manager's
cellphone number (as well as the number
for a South Columbia GSAR inReach unit)
were added to the addressees of the
three pre-set text messages (Flight
Departure, Flight Arrival, OPS Normal) so
GSAR was 100% in the loop as our flight
travelled from Cranbrook to the Christina
Lake area with an unexpected diversion
along the way because of weather. The
GSAR Manager was also included in our
ONSAR, OFFSAR and RTB comms using
inReach.

Golden ELT Tasking (L to R) Dan Shynuk,
Louise Shynuk, Grant Tulloch.
Photo: Allister Pedersen
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Continued from previous page.

Joint Cranbrook Air/Ground SAREX. Photo: Alton King

And lastly, nothing replaces face-to-face comms. Cranbrook PEP Air
was tasked by JRCC for an ELT search in the Golden area late one
afternoon recently. After landing at the Golden airstrip the crew
determined that the ELT was not at the airport. There are no car rental
companies in the small Rocky Mountain town of Golden so homing
from a taxi was briefly considered. However, one call to a Golden
GSAR colleague I had worked with on a previous search, resulted in
the offer a GSAR truck for homing, provided we did not tear down the
main strip through town with siren wailing and lights flashing. Using the
GSAR vehicle and the portable homers along with a portable VHF AM
radio the offending ELT was located in a residential shed owned by a
commercial pilot who was working on a small aircraft. The pilot had
inadvertently activated his ELT.

HSE sharing the
Comox apron!
Photo: Henry Ilg
ZBB
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Harbour Air flight over a
Holland America ship,
Burrard inlet.
Trevor Black - ZBB

This newsletter requires input from
you! So, if you did anything, are, or will
be doing something in your Zone, let
me know (and thereby everyone else)
with a brief and snappy
article...remember however, that
this is not the place for the Great
Canadian Novel, “How To” pieces
or those of an instructional bent.
These would best be placed as
links on our website, although
serialized ar ticles are
acceptable...first and foremost,
e,
m
o
t
m
he
this is a NEWSletter.
, send t
s
e
l
c
i
t
r
Accompanying interesting photos
g for a or Black at
Lookin
a
Trev
c
.
w
would be wonderful but they should
y@sha
finchle
be captioned. Write them, get them
to me and I’ll do the rest.

The deadline for the next issue is November 30

